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Abstract 
Stopping oral polio vaccination (OPV) when polio virus transmission still exists could lead to 
augmented transmission that could set back polio eradication efforts.  To help inform decisions 
about stopping OPV, we perform a model based analysis of the impact of waning immunity, the 
extent and timing of vaccination, and the transmission of wild polio viruses (WPV) and OPV on 
prolonged silent circulation after the last paralytic poliomyelitis case is observed.  The 
vaccination ramp-up time between the beginning of vaccination and finally achieving a level of 
vaccination that leads to the disappearance of paralytic polio cases plays a key role in 
amplifying the interaction between waning immunity and high rates of transmission in a 
population in causing prolonged silent circulation.  Long ramp up times in high transmission 
settings cause effective reproduction numbers to stay just under 1 and thus not drive WPV 
prevalence down enough to cause eradication after poliomyelitis cases disappear.  Waning 
immunity over long ramp-up times increases transmissions from reinfected individuals who help 
sustain silent circulation.  India, and the remaining endemic countries have conditions 
generating these interactions whereas in places where eradication occurred previously, the 
ramp-up time was not long enough.  The resulting silent circulation has low prevalence and is 
likely to go undetected.  Whether these conditions exist currently, and whether vaccinating 
adults in the final OPV rounds in places with these conditions would put an end to silent 
circulation deserves assessment by fitting models to diverse data that has been collected but is 
not generally available. 
 

Introduction 
Despite scientific skepticism and overwhelming challenges to field implementation of eradication 
programs, the remaining countries with polio paralytic cases have been reduced to a couple 
corners of the world.  Acute flaccid paralysis (AFP) surveillance has been a cornerstone of this 
effort [1] that helps focus vaccination efforts to where improvements in those efforts are most 
needed.  Polio eradication, however, requires ending all polio infections, not just paralytic 
poliomyelitis.  We define silent circulation as ongoing WPV transmission in the absence of 
paralytic poliomyelitis cases.  Prolonged silent circulation lasts more than the three years since 
the last poliomyelitis case.  Three years is currently used to define eradication.  The three year 
eradication criteria have been established on an empirical basis.  But we show in this paper 
there is a theoretical reason to believe that silent circulation of greater than three years is more 
likely after elimination of transmission from the remaining endemic foci than it was after 
eradication in other places.  Since the passage of time could be opening up new dynamics not 
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seen before, polio eradication endgame tactics need to be guided by a sound theoretical 
underpinnings and not just prior experience. 
 
Evidence of prolonged silent circulation is increasing.  For example more than a year of silent 
circulation has been described in Israel [2-5] and cases of orphan viruses not closely related to 
detected paralytic poliomyelitis cases are on the rise [6, 7].  Despite the fact that AFP 
surveillance has improved, this increase in orphan viruses is being attributed to deficient AFP 
surveillance.  Simultaneous increases in AFP surveillance and orphan virus would be expected 
given the dynamic mechanisms in our model leading to prolonged silent circulation. 
 
In this paper we take initial steps to develop and partially validate theory that can predict the 
emergence of new phenomena during the polio eradication endgame.  These initial steps are 
part of an inference robustness assessment (IRA) approach to theory development for policy 
choices [8] that links theoretical models to inferences those models are meant to inform. We 
focus on the following inference. 
 

Waning immunity, high transmission conditions, longer time to ramp-up of 
vaccination efforts to a level that eliminates paralytic polio cases, and lower 
transmissibility of OPV interact to lengthen silent circulation after the last 
poliomyelitis case in places like India and the remaining endemic countries. 

 
In the process of evaluating this inference and elaborating the models on which it is based, we 
gain insights into the dynamics behind prolonged silent circulation that should help 
conceptualize ways to overcome silent circulation and help eradication proceed in a timelier 
manner.  For example, the theory we develop should lead to better focused detection of low 
levels of silent circulation.  Efforts to detect silent circulation are being expanded [9].  But they 
are mostly focused on sewage rather than the high risk situations where people defecate in 
open fields.  Efforts to detect silent circulation everywhere are unfeasibly costly.  Understanding 
the dynamics that lead to silent circulation should help better focus our efforts to detect it.   
 
Similarly, the theory we are developing indicates that adults play a crucial role in sustaining 
silent circulation of polio viruses and that vaccinating adults in the final Special Immunization 
Activities (SIAs) using OPV could be crucial in ending silent circulation before ending OPV use.  
But as with guidance for environmental surveillance, decisions about giving OPV to adults could 
be better guided if available data were more thoroughly analyzed. 
 
The IRA strategy we pursue [8] involves assuring that realistic relaxation of simplifying model 
assumptions does not invalidate an inference.  It also involves fitting models to data such that 
the range of key parameter values is narrowed in a way that allows for clearer acceptance or 
rejection of an inference.  In the case of the inference on which we are focused, the key 
parameter values have to do with how deeply and how fast immunity is waning.  We believe that 
key data leading to that end has already been gathered and we will argue that efforts to make 
that data available to all analysts who are developing new methods is needed to best guide the 
polio eradication endgame. 
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Methods 

Infection Transmission Model rationale and description 
Our deterministic compartmental model is designed to clarify dynamic causal phenomena 
related to waning immunity that could affect the polio eradication endgame.  It seeks a level of 
simplicity that facilitates understanding while not being too simple to validly make the inferences 
we pursue.  The model presented below is a step in our inference robustness assessment (IRA) 
process.  IRA can validate the inferences presented here by showing that those inferences 
remain consistent with available data and theory when the simplifying assumptions in our model 
are realistically relaxed.  The understanding of what is generating complex system dynamics 
that we gain from analyzing simple models provides a better basis for imagining what could 
change those dynamics than is possible from more realistic but more complex models.  
Understanding the key dynamics generating a phenomenon makes it easier to choose among 
the nearly infinite number of simplifying assumptions and ways to realistically relax them that 
might cause our inference to be invalid.   
 
Since realistic relaxation of simplifying assumptions is fundamental to our IRA approach, in 
describing our model we enumerate many simplifying assumptions that could be realistically 
relaxed.  But many more simplifying assumptions could be stated by identifying all real world 
details that are ignored.  Adding realistic complexity if it does not affect the inferences we 
pursue is counterproductive because complexities make it harder to see the dynamic effects of 
individual factors.  That is especially the case here where the effects of three interacting factors 
on dynamics are the main focus.  The three factors are high transmission conditions, temporal 
patterns of waning immunity, and the temporal patterns of instituting vaccine programs.  We 
have to simplify each of these three factors to see their interaction. 
 

 
Figure 1: The seven compartments in our one step waning model and its flows not related age 
or death are illustrated.  The one step is from R to P.  The speed of that flow is the speed of 
waning.  The depth of that flow is determined by the degree of susceptibility in the P 
compartment and the duration and contagiousness of the WPV or OPV infections that flow out 
of it. 
 
Our model analyzes only one polio serotype at a time and thus ignores interactions between 
serotypes.  It uses parameters affecting silent circulation, such as the fraction of first infections 
that result in paralytic poliomyelitis and the relative transmissibility of OPV compared to IPV, that 
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have been used by others [10] to characterize types 1 and 3.  It minimizes the number of 
compartments needed by assuming:  1) a large uniform population where everyone has an 
equal chance of contacting everyone else at every instant, 2) death rates are constant and not 
affected by age, 3) birth rates equal death rates, 4) immunity wanes in a single step to a single 
level of immunity, 5) all infections, whether caused by wild or vaccine viruses in susceptible or 
previously infected individuals stimulate the same level of immunity that wanes identically in 
each case, and 6) that waning affecting susceptibility to infection and waning affecting the 
resulting duration and contagiousness of any subsequent infection occurs at the same rate.  In 
reality, waning more likely occurs almost continuously and would be better captured by multiple 
stages and immunity after reinfections likely wane less than immunity after first infections.  But 
to assess our major inference, we first proceed with these model simplifications because they 
help see more clearly what determines the dynamics that affect silent circulation. 
 
With these simplifying assumptions the model needs only seven compartments characterized by 
susceptibility levels or infection status as seen in Figure 1.  Model parameters are listed in Table 
1 and model equations are found in an appendix.  The three susceptibility levels are S 
(completely susceptible), R (Completely resistant to infection), and P (partially susceptible).  The 
four infection compartments are WPV first infections (WFirst), OPV first infections (OFirst), WPV 
reinifections (WRe) and OPV reinfections (ORe).  We assume that a fraction of first infections (ipr) 
experience paralysis, while the remaining first and reinfections go undetected by AFP 
surveillance.  We further assume that there is no waning from the partially susceptible state to 
the completely susceptible state.  This reduces the waning parameters needed to a single 
waning rate out of the R compartment and waning depths characterized by susceptibility in the 
P state and by the contagiousness and duration of reinfections arising out of the P state.   
 
We assign different degrees of susceptibility to wild polio virus (WPV) and oral polio vaccine 
virus (OPV) infections.  We also assign different durations and contagiousness of infection to 
WPV and OPV.  We assume that OPV infections have the same duration and contagiousness 
whether they arose from vaccination or transmission from someone with an OPV infection.  To 
further reduce parameters we assume that ratios affecting relationships between first and 
reinfections are the same for OPV and WPV infections and that the ratios affecting duration and 
contagiousness of OPV and WPV infections are the same for first infections and reinfections. 
 
To examine vaccination effects we add age to the model as vaccination is only given to children 
less than 5 years old.  Instead of constructing a fully partial differential equation model where 
chronological time and aging time move across the same small time steps, we reduce the 
computations needed for model analysis by moving age progression across larger steps than 
chronological time and keeping track of age only until age 5, after which we no longer 
administer vaccine.  The decision to adopt this pattern occurred as a result of an inference 
robustness assessment with regard to our main inference where we determined that a model 
with age groups larger than 1.5 months under age five allowed for too many completely 
susceptible individuals leaking unrealistically into the over five age group where they would 
never get vaccinated.  This distorted the signal for paralytic poliomyelitis cases as vaccination 
progressed toward eradication.   
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Vaccination patterns were simplified in a manner that neither represents routine immunization 
nor special immunization activities but allows us to capture the repeated vaccination of children 
under age 5 in India, Egypt, and the remaining endemic foci.  We assumed that all children were 
vaccinated at the same rate evenly across time up to age five.  The rate of vaccination began at 
zero and was linearly ramped up to a final vaccination level over the course of a designated 
ramp up time.  A full range of ramp up times and final vaccination levels were explored. 
 
The model is analyzed both mathematically and numerically.  Numerically the model is run to 
WPV equilibrium before introducing OPV vaccination.  Numerical exploration for complex 
figures like figure 6 involves integrating C code into R code which will be made available to all 
requesting it.  We explored a number of deterministic criteria for key events that occur 
stochastically.  These include 1) when the last paralytic poliomyelitis case was experienced, 2) 
what level of WPV incidence or prevalence of first and/or reinfections led deterministically to 
eradication of circulation, and 3) when a new polio case occurred when transmission rebounded 
after a period without polio cases.  The differences in the results which we present are minimal 
so we used the following criteria: 1) fewer numbers of first infections than the infection to 
paralysis ratio in the past year, 2) a prevalence of 1 infection, and 3) a cumulative number of 
first infections since the last polio case that is greater than the infection to paralysis ratio. 
 

Parameters Description Values used 
n Number of childhood age groups 40 

Ntot Total population size 106 

m Per capital mortality rate and birth rate 0.02/yr 
c Contact rate 150-500/yr 
pt Transmission probability per contact 0.5 

τramp Time to ramp up vaccination level 1 to 20 yr 
Vfinal Final vaccination rate per year 0.2 to 2.5/yr 

γW,First Rate of recovery from a first wild type infection 13/yr 
κ Relative susceptibility, duration, and contagiousness of 

reinfections with respect to first infections 
0.2 to .82 

η Relative duration, and contagiousness of OPV infections with 
respect to WPV infections 

0.25 & 0.375 

ν Immunity waning rate (value calculated to give a specific average 
Age of infection in the absence of vaccination at a given κ)       0.01 to 0.5 

ipr Infection to paralysis ratio 100 & 200 
ε Prevalence below which eradication occurs 1 

Derived Parameters 
V(t) Vaccine rate t years after eradication efforts are 

begun 
Ramp function from 0 to 
Vfinal over t = 0 to τramp 

γW,Re Rate of recovery from a reinfection by a wild type virus γW,First /κdur 
γO,First Rate of recovery from a first infection by OPV γW,First /ηdur 
γO,Re Rate of recovery from a reinfection by OPV γO,First /κdur 

 
Table 1: model parameters 
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Waning model rationale and description 
Given the complexity of immune control of infection, waning immunity potentially has many 
dimensions.  We choose a phenomenological approach to parameterizing waning that reduces 
this complexity to two dimensions.  In our one-step waning model, waning of immunity is 
modeled via the transition of individuals from the recovered (R) stage to the partially susceptible 
stage (P). Two parameters determine the waning process: the rate of waning (ν), and the depth 
of waning ( 3κ ). The depth of waning has three components which we all set equal to κ:  These 
are the relative susceptibility of individuals in P compartment with respect to those in S 
compartment, the relative contagiousness of reinfections with respect to first infections, and the 
relative duration of reinfections with respect to first infections.   
 
Rather than defining immunity by these two parameters, however, we undertake a 
transformation of scale that defines a total level of waning which we arbitrarily define by the 
average age of first infection at a given set of other parameter values (including an R0 of 15) in 
the absence of any vaccination and the depth of waning.  The lower the average age of first 
infection given specified contact rates and transmission probabilities, the greater is the force of 
infection arising from reinfection of individuals with waned immunity.  Using this approach, we 
insure that when we compare the effects of changing waning depth, we keep the force of 
infection arising from reinfection constant in the absence of vaccination as we change the 
waning depth.  The rate of waning for any depth of waning is fitted to give a specified average 
age of first infection.  The parameters we use set the R0 (defined by the contact rate, the 
transmission probability, and the duration of infection) to 15.  When we change the R0 by 
changing the contact rate, we keep the waning rate and waning depth set at an R0 of 15.  That 
is because there is no reason why changing population levels of contact should change the 
biological processes of waning.  However, changing the contact rate changes the balance 
between the forces of infection from first infections and from reinfections.  It does so, however, 
only by small amounts. 
 
The transmission potential in a population initially in the R state who then transit to the P state 

without ever experiencing reinfection is ( )( ) ( )( )( )waning rate 3waning depth 1 timee νκ −− .  This is the 

formula used to generate the fraction of immunity lost curves for our one step waning model in 
Figure 2.  Figure 2 presents a set of four waning depths for each of two total waning settings 
corresponding to a lower total level of waning that gives an average age of infection of 2.5 years 
and higher level with an average age of infection 2.25.  The four waning depths presented are 
12.5%, 25%, 37.5% or 50%.  Those percentages would be achieved only after a very long time 
at the waning rates that give the specified average ages of infection.  Considering that in 
Pakistan and Nigeria we are in the range of 20 years since the onset of effective vaccination 
efforts intended to eradicate polio, and given that OPV transmission along with some level of 
persistent WPV infection will have boosted the immunity of many of those whose immunity had 
waned, it can be appreciated that the total amount of waning generating the effects we will be 
showing is low.  By 20 years, 7 to 15% of immunity would have been lost if, as the graphic 
assumes, there had been no boosting of immunity from another live virus infection.  Still we will 
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see that even in the presence of reinfections that cut the waning time short, this small level of 
waning can boost transmissions from reinfections significantly. 
 

 
Figure 2: The four rising lines are from the one step waning model analyzed in this paper.  The 
waning depths from top to bottom are 50%, 37.5%, 25%, and 12.5%.  The two lines that flatten 
out are from the Kid Risk waning model and represent immunity lost after first infections (blue) 
and after subsequent infections (green).  All lines represent the fraction of immunity lost in a 
cohort of individuals who recover from infection at time zero divided by the transmission 
potential of a fully susceptible population.  All four one stage model settings and the combined 
first and reinfection waning patterns for the Kid Risk waning model give the indicated average 
age of infection indicated in each panel.  The Kid Risk curves were reduced proportionately from 
the parameters used by Kid Risk[10], in order to attain the stated average ages of first infection. 
 
What we call in this paper the “Kid Risk” pattern of waning is presented in Duintjer-Tebbens et 
al.[10]  The patterns produced by their original parameters are presented in their appendix 
materials.  The Kid Risk waning model realistically relaxes three simplifying assumptions in our 
one step waning models.  It makes waning more continuous by adding intermediate 
compartments in the waning process.  It increases the immunity level attained right after second 
or subsequent infections in comparison to first infections.  And it decreases the rate of waning 
from second and subsequent infections as compared to first infections.  It also has the potential 
to capture both a short fast phase of waning and a longer, slower phase that the expert opinion 
they have elicited suggests is more realistic[11, 12].  At the parameter values they have set, 
however, it captures only the short fast phase.  We intend to later relax these assumptions one 
by one using the Kid Risk model of waning in further inference robustness assessments of the 
major results we present in this paper.  But adding the needed complexity for any of this is 
inappropriate for this paper that seeks clarity on the broad dynamic mechanisms through which 
any pattern of waning increases the risk of prolonged silent circulation.   
 
Models with this Kid Risk waning formulation have been important influences in guiding polio 
eradication to its current state of near success.  They have largely supported the three year 
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criteria for eradication with some modifications and warnings[13].  They have been used in 
complex models that fit data on paralytic polio occurrence in many areas of the world [10-12, 
14-27].  The waning rate parameters used to date in these models are so high that infection 
plateaus at the waning depth of the last waning compartment within five years after infection. 
The fast waning in the Kid Risk waning model is consistent with observations made by Grassley 
et al. [28].  But the lack of further waning after 5 years runs counter to the observations of 
Abbink et al [29] and with most of the expert opinion obtained by the Kid Risk group [11, 12].  
The dropping of antibody levels over time [11, 12, 30-46] is also consistent with long term 
waning of immunity.  The Kid Risk investigators recognize that waning could change 
transmission dynamics during the endgame[47].   
 

 
Figure 3:  The compartmental structure and flows for Kid Risk Waning. 
 
Incorporating the Kid Risk waning formulation into our model framework results in a model with 
31 compartments rather than the 7 in our one step model as shown in Figure 3.  It has the same 
three compartments for susceptible individuals and those experiencing first OPV and WPV 
infections as in our original model.  It then has five waning immunity compartments after the first 
infection with increasing levels of susceptibility across those compartments.  Five WPV and five 
OPV infection compartments come out of these five waning compartments.  Each of those WPV 
and OPV compartments has reduced contagiousness and duration of infection.  The first waning 
compartment does not have complete immunity.  The duration and contagiousness of infections 
decrease linearly across the four final levels.  Recovery from these second infections is to a new 
immunity compartment that again strings across a total of five waning immunity compartments.  
At this boosted level immunity, however, there is no residual susceptibility in the first 
compartment.  Thus four OPV and four WPV infection compartments come out the last four 
second tier of waning compartments.  The total transmission potential at the end of this second 
tier of waning is set by Kid Risk at half of that at the end of the first tier of waning. 
 
The published waning parameters of Kid Risk waning have high rates of moving through the 
waning compartments.  This generates the flatness of their curves by getting nearly everyone 
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into the final compartment within five years.  The waning depths of 20% and 10% after first and 
subsequent infections used in their models [10] are nominally lower than the waning depths we 
use in the one-step model.  But over the time periods that count, they result in far more waning 
than in the curves we examine in this paper.  We must lower them to 18% of their original 
values to generate an equilibrium average age of first infection in the absence of vaccination of 
2.5 years in our model framework.  For the higher total waning settings that give an average age 
of first infection of 2.25 years, we only need to reduce their curves by 25% to give that age 
distribution.  We will use this model merely to indicate how it generates results that have 
characteristics like those at the extreme end of the faster-shallower waning settings that we 
examine. 

Analyses of the one step waning model 

Mathematical decomposition of the effective reproduction number 
Whether WPV prevalence level rises or not at some point of time is determined by its effective 
reproduction number Re then. The Re for wild poliovirus can be computed according to [48]. The 
transmission system of WPV has two target compartments, S and P, and two source 
compartments, WFirst and WRe. Let T be the transmission matrix, and D be the demographic flow 
matrix (see Supplementary notes for details). The reproduction number Re for WPV is then 
given by Trace(K)[48], where 
 1K TD−= −   
In this model, the effective reproduction number Re is given by 
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The WPV prevalence increases when 1eR >  and decreases when 1eR < .  This observation is 
also made from the numerical solutions to the differential equations. 
 
The formula for Re allows us to understand the dynamics of WPV in two ways.  First, it explains 
the growth rate of WPV prevalence in terms of the current size of the S and P populations.  
Given high contact rates, the susceptible population with no past history of poliovirus infection 
consists mostly of children under age 5 in our one-step waning model. Thus the size of S 
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compartment is decreased by vaccination and this decreases First
eR . On the other hand, as 

vaccination decreases S, it increases the size P of the partially susceptible population by both 
increasing the number of children under five who can flow into P and decreasing the flow out of 
P in older ages by decreasing the circulation of WPV.  This increases Re

eR .  Thus, after the start 

of vaccination program, First
eR  decreases while Re

eR  increases. Which effect is larger, and how 
fast each term changes determines the dynamics. 
 
The formula for Re also explains how each of the model parameters comes into play.  The 
reproduction number is proportional to the effective contact rate tc pα= , which indicates that it 
is harder to eradicate polio in regions of poor sanitation. The reproduction number for 
reinfections Re

eR  is almost proportional to the depth of waning which we define as the fraction of 
immunity that would be lost after very long periods of time with no re-exposures to live virus 
infections that boost immunity.  This is equal to 3κ since ,ReWγ is inversely proportional to κ  and 

since ,ReW mγ  .  Thus, the greater the waning, the higher the increase in Re
eR  after vaccination 

starts.   
 
Before we examine curves that illustrate these effects of vaccination on first and reinfection 
transmission dynamics, we will illustrate some broad patterns of how vaccination ramp up times 
in an eradication program interact with the final vaccination level at the end of the ramp up to 
generate the different outcomes relevant to silent circulation.  We will then use First

eR  and Re
eR  to 

explain why we get the patterns of different outcomes that we present. 

Illustrative numerical solutions showing outcomes of vaccination programs 
We present in Figure 4 numerical solutions to the ODE that illustrate four outcomes relevant to 
polio eradication by changing vaccination levels given one particular set of parameter values.  
The four outcomes are: (a) paralytic poliomyelitis cases are never eliminated; (b) after the last 
polio case the subsequent silent circulation is ended with a new paralytic poliomyelitis case; (c) 
paralytic poliomyelitis is eliminated and WPV is locally eradicated, but a subsequent 
reintroduction of WPV can restart endemic WPV circulation; (d) the wild type poliovirus is stably 
eradicated, meaning eradication is resilient to subsequent reintroductions of WPV. As the 
vaccination level increases, the type of dynamics progresses in the order a b c d→ → → .  All 
of these states are dependent on continuing levels of OPV vaccination and all would revert to no 
eradication if there is any silent circulation when OPV use is stopped. 
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Figure 4. Five different WPV prevalence time series patterns generated using the one step 
waning model. The plots show the effects of progressively increasing the final level of 
vaccination and the progression through the following four endpoints: (a) no case elimination, 
(b) silent circulation followed by a second polio case, (c) unstable polio eradication, where 
reintroduction of WPV from outside sparks resurgence in prevalence (dashed line), and (d) 
stable eradication. AFP in figure labels means polio.  Parameters used were: 

0.03, 0.6, 390 , 15 yearsrampc yearν κ τ= = = =   

 
To understand how the length of silent circulation is affected by waning parameters ( ) and ν κ  , 

vaccination parameters (  and final rampV τ ), contact rate (c), the relative duration, and 

contagiousness of OPV infections with respect to WPV infections (η ), and the infection to 
paralysis ratio, we performed parameter sweeps.  The figures presenting these sweeps are 
complex.  To help your understanding of these, we first present Figure 5 to explain how Figure 6 
works.   
 

No elimination of 
poliomyelitis Silent circulation ends 

with new polio case

Unstable 
eradication

Stable eradication
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Figure 5. The course of silent circulation.  The range of vaccination levels that will generate 
prolonged silent circulation is indicated by the levels where the three year level crosses the 
curve.  Parameters used: 390, 0.6, 0.03, 12 yearsrampc κ ν τ= = = =   

 
Figure 5 shows how the length of silent circulation varies as we increase the vaccination level 

finalV  for a particular set of other parameter values that express a fairly high level of transmission 

and a fair amount of waning.  When the vaccination level is zero, paralytic poliomyelitis cases 
are never eliminated, so the length of the silent circulation is zero. At a vaccination rate of 0.9 
per year and above, however, polio cases disappear and a period of silent circulation begins.  
But at this final level of vaccination after the ramp up and up to about 1.1 vaccinations per year, 
the period of silent circulation ends with a recurrent polio case.  Note that if the vaccination rate 
stays constant at a level that is between 0.95 and 1.1 the silent circulation will end with the 
recurrence of another case more than three years after the last polio case, that is to say after 
eradication has been declared. Beyond a vaccination rate of 1.1 and up to about 1.2 there will 
still be polio virus circulation more than three years beyond the last polio case.  But at these 
levels, the silent circulation will end with an unstable eradication.  An unstable eradication is one 
where after further waning the Re

eR  rises to a level where a reintroduction of infection could lead 
to sustained circulation.  At the set of parameter values used for figure 5, it takes a vaccination 
rate of about 1.75 per year in order to achieve a stable eradication where the effective 
reproduction number is always below one. 
 
Figure 6 shows the parameter sweep over the vaccination level finalV  and vaccination ramp-up 

time rampτ  at a value of 0.6κ =  or a waning depth of 3 0.216κ =  and a waning rate of 0.03 per 

year which generates an overall total waning effect that lowers the average age at first infection 
in the absence of vaccination to 2.3 years.  The ratio of transmissibility of OPV to WPV is 0.25 
and the infection to paralysis ratio is 200.  Color represents the outcome (case (a)-(d)) in a 
similar fashion as figure 5: no case elimination (case (a)) in white, silent circulation that ends 
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with a second polio case (case (b)) in red, unstable eradication (case (c)) in blue, and stable 
eradication (case (d)) in green. The intensity of the color represents the length of silent 
circulation. Figure 5 is a horizontal slice of the color plot in Figure 6 at a ramp up time of 12 
years.  For each level of vaccination ramp-up time, the start and the end points of the range of 
vaccination levels that lead to silent circulation of longer than 3 years are marked with dots.  
 

 
Figure 6. Length of silent circulation as we continuously increase final vaccination level and 
vaccination ramp up time. White: no case elimination (case (a) in Figure 3), red: silent 
circulation followed by second paralytic poliomyelitis (case (b) in Figure 3), blue: unstable 
eradication (case (c)), green: stable eradication (case (d)). Intensity of color represents length of 
silent circulation. Both endpoints of the range final vaccination levels with silent circulations 
longer than three years are marked by dots. Parameters used: 390, 0.6, 0.03c κ ν= = = , 

0.25η =  and ipr=100. 
 
To insure adequate understanding of these heat maps, we present in Figure 7 the same data 
behind Figure 6 but in a three dimensional format where the color in this case represents the 
length of silent circulation. 
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Figure 7: Three dimensional representation of the duration of silent circulation data in figure 6 
but where color represents the length of silent circulation rather than the four categories of 
outcome from figures 5 and 6.  The projection onto the base plane shows the isoclines of silent 
circulation durations lasting 0.5, 1, 2, 3, and 5 years with the three year isoclines in bold. 

Effects leading to ratcheting up to vaccination levels favoring prolonged silent circulation 
There are several important observations about figures 6 and 7. First, as vaccination ramp-up 
time increases, vaccination rates that were enough to achieve unstable eradication (blue in 
Figure 6) may no longer be able to eradicate WPV, and the rates that were able to suppress 
polio cases for more than a year (red in Figure 6) may fail to continue to do so.  This has 
importance in a ratcheting process leading up to long ramp up times requiring high vaccination 
rates to suppress polio cases that is likely to put very high transmission localities into the zone 
of prolonged silent circulation.  This is illustrated in Figure 8.   
 
Note that the ratchetting up may occur in different ways.  One may move into the zone of 
prolonged silent circulation with unstable eradication, but then then as time passes one moves 
up the dimension of vaccination ramp-up time and back into the zone where the period of silent 
circulation ends with the recurrence of a polio case.  Seasonality could act to give annual time 
periods to the ramp up process and give the ratchetting up process greater stability.  Missing 
key subgroups during vaccination campaigns would also contribute to the ratcheting process. 
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Figure 8.  Points (1) and (2) illustrate one iteration of a ratcheting up process that eventually 
puts high transmission settings into the zone of prolonged silent circulation. 

Width of vaccination levels leading to prolonged silent circulation and practical stability 
A second important point from Figures 6 & 7 is that longer vaccination ramp up time also widens 
the range of vaccination levels which lead to prolonged silent circulation (region between the 
dotted boundaries).  The width of the region reflects the chances of prolonged silent circulation 
because it means that noise in any of the model parameters, but mainly in ongoing vaccination 
rates, is less likely to get the system out of the region of prolonged silent circulation.  By stability 
we do not mean stability in the long term dynamical system behavior sense.  We mean short 
term practical stability.  In the blue regions of our figures the system is headed to an eradication 
state that is unstable in the dynamic systems sense of stability and in the green regions it is 
heading toward a stable eradication.  But stability and instability in those senses depend up 
fixed parameter values and in the real world vaccination rates and contact rates and 
transmission probabilities fluctuate with the underlying conditions determining them.  The 
practical sense of stability we are concerned with here relates to how long it might take to reach 
these states and how much that might be influenced by fluctuating conditions.  This relates the 
third major message of these figures. 
 
Right at the border of increasing final vaccination rates where one transits from prolonged silent 
circulation ending in a recurrent polio case to the unstable eradication zone, there is a narrow 
peak of very prolonged silent circulation.  This is true even at short ramp up times and even with 
minimal waning.  Figure 5 illustrates one cross section capturing this peak.  The narrowness of 
this peak means that it does not have much practical stability in the sense that we just 
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discussed.  The polio transmission system is unlikely to stay on such a narrow peak for any 
length of time so it is nothing to worry about at low ramp up times.  It is where the base of the 
peak is broad and flat that represents the true danger zone where the system could undergo a 
lot of changes and still sustain prolonged silent circulation even though it might be heading to 
eradication rather than to a recurrence of polio cases. 
 
An additional observation from these figures is that the vaccination level at which stable 
eradication occurs does not depend on the vaccination ramp-up time, but only on the final 
vaccination level.  That is because stable eradication implies an effective reproduction number 
below one in a population that has reached equilibrium where immunity has waned maximally.  
In other words, this is the long term system stability concept rather than the practical stability 
concept we just discussed.  Vaccination ramp-up time affects the transient dynamics which can 
subsequently change with further waning of immunity, but not the equilibrium state where the 
population level of immunity has waned as much as it can in the face of the birth and death 
dynamics of the population system. 

Basic reproduction number effects 
 

 
Figure 9: Duration and final outcome of silent circulation across parameter sweeps of final 
vaccination levels and vaccination ramp-up times at three levels of R0.  All three panels have 
identical parameters except for the contact rate which increases from 130 to 260 to 390 to 
establish the three R0 levels.  Average age of infection without vaccination = 2.5, relative 
transmissibility of OPV/WPV = 0.25, infection to paralysis ratio = 200. 
 
In Figure 9 we see the effects of the basic reproduction number R0 for one set of waning 
parameters with a modest level of total waning and high depth of waning.  At the lower R0 value, 
the transition to stable eradication occurs at low final vaccination rates, the range of vaccination 
levels generating prolonged silent circulation is narrow and the chance of ratcheting up into a 
prolonged silent circulation zone is low because there is little slope to ratchet up and the zone 
with polio free periods that end with a new polio case is very narrow.  As the R0 goes up, all of 
the conditions favoring the system moving into a prolonged silent circulation zone increase. 
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Vaccination Ramp-up Time Effects 
With Figures 10 and 11 we illustrate the dynamics through which vaccination ramp-up times 
generate their effects on the risk of silent circulation.  In Figure 10 the lower right panel shows 
that at low ramp-up times, the sharp rise in vaccination levels sends the total effective 
reproduction number Tot

eR sharply below one.  This drives the prevalence down rapidly so that 
soon after the last polio case appears, transmission is driven to extinction.  The reason the total 
effective reproduction falls so much is that the effective reproduction number from first infections 

First
eR  falls so rapidly.  The effective reproduction number from reinfections Re

eR  rises as waning 
immunity is no longer interrupted by reinfections that send individuals in the P compartment 
back to the R compartment.  But that rise is too slow to influence the momentum toward 
eradication. 
 

 
Figure 10: The dynamics of the total effective reproduction number and its first infection and 
reinfection components at three ramp up times given the R0. = 15 settings from Figure 9. 
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Figure 11:  The population size changes of fully and partially susceptible population less than 
five years of age or older that underlie the changes in effective reproduction numbers illustrated 
in Figure 10. 
 
As the vaccination ramp-up time is increased, we see in the upper right panel of Figure 10 that 
given a ramp-up time of 10 years, Tot

eR now does not fall so sharply so there is not as much 
momentum driving the prevalence down.  But there is still enough so that eradication occurs 
within three years of the last poliomyelitis case.  Two things are causing the flattening of Tot

eR .  

The first is the longer vaccination ramp-up time.  The second is the rise in the Re
eR as time 

passes with lower forces of infection from WPV.  This is reflected by the rise in individuals 
above age 5 in the partially immune state as seen in Figure 11.   
 
At a ramp-up time of 20 years, we see in Figure 10 that Tot

eR  falls barely below one and there is 
not enough momentum to sweep the system into an eradication state.  At this level, even if 
there is a big push to drive up the vaccination rate, it is unlikely to drive it into a zone that does 
not have prolonged silent circulation.  Note from Figure 11 that susceptible individuals over age 
5 make a small contribution to sustaining the silent circulation.  Most of these would be just over 
age 5.  But the major population group contributing to the sustained silent circulation would be 
considerably over age 5, mainly adults, as these are the individuals who would have passed 
more time for waning to occur. 

Waning rate and depth effects at a given total waning level 
 
In Figure 12 we see that how the total level of waning is determined by waning rate and waning 
depth has an important effect on the risk of prolonged silent circulation.  Slower deeper waning 
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has more risk than faster shallower waning.  The differences pretty much parallel those we saw 
for the effects of R0.  The change in the slope of the space that achieves poliomyelitis case 
elimination is less steep and more conducive to ratcheting at deeper faster waning regimens.   
 

 
Figure 12:  The effect on silent circulation durations of lowering the waning depth from the 50% 
level in Figures 10 and 11 but raising the waning rate so as to keep the total waning constant as 
defined by an average age of first infection equal to 2.5 years. 
 

 
Figure 13: Effective reproduction number dynamics under the influence of faster shallower 
waning or slower deeper waning at a total waning level that gives an average age of first 
infection of 2.5 years. 
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The width of the vaccination levels across which there is prolonged silent circulation is broader, 
the width of the vaccination levels ending with a recurrent case is broader, and it takes a higher 
level of vaccination to achieve stable eradication.  If one picks out any combination of final 
vaccination levels and ramp-up times and examines them across the different panels 
representing changing speed and depth of waning, one sees that the effective reproduction 
number falls less quickly and generates less momentum toward eradication as waning is slower 
and deeper.  This is illustrated for two points in Figure 13.  Here we see that there is little 
difference in pattern of First

eR  but a considerably slow rise in Re
eR  under the faster shallower 

waning settings. 

OPV Transmission Potential Effects 
That the transmission of OPV to individuals with waned immunity can have a large effect on the 
risk of prolonged silent circulation is illustrated in Figure 14.  Higher vaccine transmissibility 
affects all of the features in our parameter sweeps that we associated with higher risk of 
prolonged silent circulation given higher R0 and deeper waning.  In Figure 15 we see that the 
reason is just like the case for faster shallower waning.  The Re

eR  does not rise as fast and that 
is what lowers this risk of prolonged silent circulation.  But the reason for this slower risk is 
moving people out of the partially immune state faster rather than moving them into that state 
more slowly. 
 
There is considerable uncertainty in the relative transmissibility of different OPV strains [].  But it 
is thought that OPV3 is less transmissible than OPV1 which is less than OPV2.  Thus this 
characteristic would suggest increased risk for silent circulation of OPV3.   

  
Figure 14: The effect of OPV transmissibility on the duration of silent circulation.  The parameter 
settings are the same as Figure 12 except for the change in OPV transmissibility. 
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Figure 15: The effect of OPV transmissibility on effective reproduction number dynamics at two 
identical settings of final vaccination rate and ramp-up time. 

Infection to paralysis ratio effects 
 

 
Figure 16: The effect of lowering the infection to paralysis ratio on the vaccination levels and 
vaccination ramp-up times in generating prolonged silent circulation. 
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Changing the infection to paralysis ratio does not change the dynamics of transmission at all in 
this model because first infections with or without paralysis affect transmission dynamics 
equally.  Changing the ratio, however, does change how we define the beginning of silent 
circulation and the chances that silent circulation ends with a recurrent case.  The effects of 
such a change are illustrated in Figure 16.  At higher ratios there are more final vaccination 
levels with silent circulation that ends with the detection of a new case and the durations of 
silent are somewhat greater.  Thus the conditions for ratcheting up vaccination into a level that 
is consistent with prolonged silent circulation are increased by higher ratios of infections to 
paralytic cases. 
 
Since WPV type 1 is thought to have a lower ratio of first infections to paralysis cases than type 
3, this characteristic makes it more likely that the last paralytic polio case would disappear 
earlier for type 3 than type 1.  But together with the low transmissibility of OPV3, it would also 
make it more likely that type 3 silent circulation would persist longer. 

Total amount of waning effects 
We have been examining the effects of various factors at a particular total waning level that 
gives an average age of first infection of 2.5 years.  At a higher level of total waning that has a 
lower average age of first infection, we increase the waning rates for any chosen waning depth.  
We can see from Figure 2 how much the increased waning rates increase the level of waning 
achieved after 50 years of continuous waning.  Those levels are consistent with or less than the 
expert elicited long term waning effects from the insightful reviews of literature and expert 
opinion that the Kid Risk group has published [11, 12]. 
 

 
Figure 17: Comparison of vaccination ramp up time and final vaccination level parameter 
sweeps at different levels of waning depth and waning rates, R0 values, and total waning levels.  
The waning rates for the waning depths were both set for their corresponding average ages of 
infection at R0 = 15.  Infection to paralysis ratio = 200, Relative OPV/WPV transmissibility = 25% 
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Because waning dynamics are so poorly understood, it has not been possible to date to make 
reliable estimates of the transmissibility of different strains.  What might look like higher 
transmissibility could just be increased waning that results from increased numbers of 
individuals who could be transmitting.  It seems likely that it is possible to generate results that 
are qualitatively similar to all those we have already presented for an R0 of 15 at an R0 of 10 
just by increasing the total amount of waning and adjusting the depth of waning.  We illustrate 
that in Figure 17.  The parameter sweep for the 50% waning depth after infinite time and R0=15 
and average age of first infection of 2.5 years is very similar to the curve for37.5% waning depth 
for R0=10 and average age of 2.25.  Thus it is evident that the basic phenomena we have been 
illustrating can occur at considerably lower R0 values if the total waning depth is higher.  Since 
to date waning across a period of only about 20 years is influencing the dynamics we have 
illustrated, waning depth also plays off against R0 and total waning. 
 
Note that our methods set waning rate and depth for an R0 of 15 and then keep these as we 
change R0 because changing transmission conditions should not change the biological process 
of waning.  An R0 of 10 has a higher average age of infection than an R0 of 15 so that the actual 
average age of first infection in the absence of vaccination in the bottom panel of Figure 17 is 
3.8 years. 
 
R0, the total amount of waning, and waning depth balance out each other in a manner that 
seems likely to set up conditions for prolonged silent circulation.  If all of these are too high, then 
the model will not lead to polio case elimination under conditions where that has occurred.  If 
they are all too low, then the waning patterns they produce will be inconsistent with the 
observations that have been made about waning.  In between there will be slight differences in 
dynamics depending on the particular values of these three interacting parameters.  But there 
will always be opportunities for practically stable long periods of silent circulation that could lead 
to wide dissemination of infection after OPV is stopped.  We have not yet quantified the chances 
that parameter values actually fall in ranges that create the conditions for prolonged silent 
circulation.  It will take fitting all of the different sorts of data that have been gathered over the 
history of polio eradication efforts to do that.  But our feeling is that prolonged silent circulation 
of considerably more than three years is likely in India and the remaining endemic countries. 

The level of prevalence during silent circulation 
We have examined the prevalence levels during the period of silent circulation across a hundred 
parameter settings generally in the range of parameter values presented in this paper.  At the 
time when silent circulation begins the values are always in the range between 10 and 100 per 
million.  That seems too low to offer much hope that environmental detection in areas with 
sewers or drainage ditches with high levels of feces will detect silent circulation going on in 
areas with millions of people defecating in open fields. 

Contrasting dynamics for the Kid Risk models (Only for workshop, not in paper) 
The dynamics of how vaccination ramp up times interact with high transmissibility to affect silent 
circulation given the pattern of waning in the Kid risk models differ notably from those we have 
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just observed.  The difference arises because of the long flat period of no waning after an initial 
very fast waning.   
 
We saw in the last section that continued waning to deeper levels causes a continued rise in the 
effective reproduction number.  This raises the vaccination level required to generate stable 
eradication and causes the level of vaccination required to achieve unstable stochastic 
eradication to rise progressively over time.  In the one step waning model, this rise in Re is due 
to waning across all age groups but the majority contribution comes from older age groups who 
represent a higher fraction of the total population.  Given the Kid Risk pattern of waning, 
individuals experience waning only early after an infection so that only a much smaller fraction 
of the population is subject to ongoing waning.  Moreover, most of the waning is in recently 
infected children who have had only one live polio virus infection.  Given either intense WPV 
circulation or intense OPV administration, few individuals over age 5 will have recently 
experienced their first infection where the most waning occurs.  Most infections in older 
individuals will be third or subsequent infections and their risk of infection and subsequent 
transmission will not be enhanced by ongoing waning because they are likely to have last been 
infected more than five years ago. 
 
One consequence of these Kid Risk waning dynamics is that the level of vaccination required to 
achieve stable eradication will be lower.  This means there will be a lower range of vaccination 
levels that are consistent with prolonged silent circulation.  Another consequence is that the rise 
in Re will be less and level off before the end of long ramp up times are reached.  That means 
that it will take higher vaccination levels to eliminate polio.  This also cuts down the range of 
vaccination levels that can support silent circulation.  With these narrowed ranges of vaccination 
levels that support silent circulation, it is less likely that any real situation will fall into the narrow 
vaccination levels that can support prolonged silent circulation given Kid Risk waning patterns. 
 
While we have not yet had time to produce figures like Figure 6 given Kid Risk waning dynamics 
in our one step waning model, we have examined the consequences of those dynamics for the 
fraction of transmissions that arise from first infections and from reinfections as a function of 
vaccination ramp up times.  We present these in the next section.  These results suggest that 
Kid Risk waning dynamics correspond to an even lower waning depth when the total waning is 
adjusted to give an average age of infection of 2.5 years given an R0 of 15.  

Transmissions from first and subsequent infections  (Only for workshop, not in paper) 
The ratio of transmissions from first infections and subsequent infections is of interest not only 
because it is an integral part of the dynamics that we have illustrated in earlier figures, but 
because this ratio reflects the distribution of genetic distances between sequences from 
paralytic poliomyelitis cases.  If we assume that transmission represents a bottle neck 
evolutionary event that helps fix at the population level variation that arises within individuals, 
then as the fraction of transmissions from reinfections rises, the genetic distance between polio 
cases should increase. That is because the genetic distance should reflect the number of 
transmissions back to the most recent common ancestor in the transmission tree between any 
two randomly selected individuals with first infections.  If we examine the distribution of total 
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transmissions back to their most recent common ancestor for every pair of individuals in a 
sample, that distribution will change in a manner that can be predicted mathematically.  Thus it 
can be used to help estimate the degree of waning.  We think this could be one of the most 
powerful and least biased estimates of whether the real world falls into the waning parameter 
ranges in our model where there is a real risk of prolonged silent circulation. 
 

 
Figure 18: Ratios of transmissions from reinfections over first infections at different depths of 
waning for the one step model and at Kid Risk waning parameters.  Model parameters were an 
R0 of 15, relative OPV transmissibility of 0.25, infection to paralysis ratio of 200, Average age of 
first infection = 2.5 and a ramp time of 15 years.  Vaccination levels were set such that the last 
polio case appeared right at the end of the ramp up time of 15 years and were wd.5=0.861, 
wd.375=0.824, wd0.25=0.775, wd0.125=0.703, KidRisk=0.535 
 
In figure 18 we examine the ratio of transmissions from reinfections over first infections under 
similar conditions for four waning depths of the one step model and the Kid Risk model.  The 
deeper the waning is, the higher is the level that is need to end polio cases right at the end of 
the vaccination ramp-up time and the higher is the risk of silent circulation.  That general pattern 
seems to hold across a wide range of parameter settings with some inconsistencies.  These 
patterns should enable observations from the real world on how genetic sequence distance 
distributions change over time to provide a clear indication regarding whether the dynamics we 
have illustrated that increase the risk of silent circulation exist in the real world.   

Discussion 
We have illustrated the dynamics by which waning immunity, transmission potential, and 
population vaccination histories interact to increase the risk of prolonged silent circulation after 
OPV vaccination has eliminated paralytic poliomyelitis cases.  By prolonged silent circulation we 
mean silent circulation that lasts for more than 3 years before either a new polio case appears 
or eradication occurs.  Current policy is to declare polio eradicated after three years without any 
cases of paralytic poliomyelitis[49].  That policy was established on the basis of experience, 
largely in Latin America, where no recurrence of a local strain occurred more than three years 
after the last paralytic poliomyelitis case [50] and where the average time from beginning 
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eradication focused vaccination programs to achieving eradication was very short throughout 
the region.  To extrapolate that experience to areas of denser populations with more sanitation 
problems that took longer to reach vaccination levels that eliminated polio cases, such as in 
parts of South Asia and Africa, one must be sure that the key elements determining silent 
circulation transmission dynamics are correctly modeled. 
 
The major inference we pursued was whether an increased risk of prolonged silent circulation 
beyond the three years without paralytic poliomyelitis cases currently used to declare 
eradication was likely to emerge under the conditions the eradication program is now facing. 
 
Our results indicate that there will indeed be increased risk of silent circulation under the 
following conditions: 1) there is a modest degree of long term waning. 2) Transmission 
conditions generate a high R0 in the 7-15 range, 3) There is a long ramp up time of vaccination 
efforts to achieve elimination of paralytic poliomyelitis cases.  The most essential element is 
number 3.  The first two can balance off against each other.  If there is more long-term waning, 
silent circulation will occur at lower R0 values.   
 
By a modest degree of long term waning we mean that after 50 years without any asymptomatic 
live polio virus infection to boost immunity, waning results in a total transmission potential from 
previously infected people of 20% to 30% of the transmission potential from first infections.  The 
Abbink et al study [29] would indicate that long term waning generates transmission potential 
that could be above 50% of first infections.  At higher degrees of waning it will take less 
transmission potential and shorter ramp up times to generate prolonged silent circulation.   
 
The last two factors might occur together because a high R0 is most likely under socio-economic 
conditions that make good vaccination coverage more difficult.  But another reason for them to 
occur together lies in the dynamics we have illustrated.  Those dynamics generate an 
interaction between long term waning and high R0 conditions that require higher vaccination 
levels to eliminate polio cases as time passes since vaccination was begun.  That puts 
vaccination efforts into a ratcheting up mode.  When paralytic poliomyelitis is first eliminated, the 
motivation for further intensification of vaccination efforts decreases.  Then waning immunity 
leads to a recurrence of polio cases.  In the meantime more waning has occurred so a higher 
level of vaccination is needed to eliminate polio cases.  If this is repeated a couple of times, the 
level of vaccination needed to achieve eradication within three years of the last polio case could 
be quite a bit higher than the level needed to eliminate poliomyelitis cases.  Thus the chance of 
winding up in the vaccination range that generates prolonged silent circulation increases. 
 
Even if our broad inference about silent circulation only emerging now is valid, that does not 
mean that polio eradication is facing insurmountable hurdles.  We illustrated how it is 
reinfections in individuals with waned immunity that leads to silent circulation and we showed 
how under the conditions where silent circulation emerges the effective reproduction number 
from reinfections Re

eR  dominates over the First
eR from first infections.  Consequently, focusing 
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vaccination on adults to eliminate silent circulation makes sense and should greatly facilitate 
eradication. 
 
The dynamics we have illustrated generate a low prevalence of infection during both long and 
short periods of silent circulation.  In our deterministic models, the key determinants of the 
length of silent circulation such as the R0, long ramp up times, and higher levels of waning have 
only small influences on the level of silent infection and these remain small under all 
circumstances.  Prolonged silent circulation after eliminating paralytic poliomyelitis cases is 
mainly determined by the fact that long ramp up times cause the last polio case to occur at a 
time when the prevalence of infection is not changing rapidly.  That means that the effective 
reproduction number Re will be close to one and not be changing rapidly.  Which in turn means 
that prevalence of infection will remain low during silent circulation. 
 
If vaccination levels are very steady over time at the level they have been ramped up to, it is 
possible to have prolonged silent circulation under conditions given only modest R0, only 
modest ramp up times, and relatively low waning.  Under these conditions figure 5 would have a 
very narrow peak falling quickly to low levels at higher vaccination rates.  Under those 
conditions everything would have to hold extremely steady for silent circulation to persist.  That 
is because a slight rise or fall of vaccination levels would lead to eradication or to new paralytic 
poliomyelitis cases.   
 
What makes silent circulation more likely to persist is when silent circulation is consistent with a 
broad range of vaccination levels like those illustrated in Figures 6 and 7 and various later heat 
map presentations of our parameter sweeps.  In those cases, fluctuations of vaccination levels 
are less likely to get the system into a state that will lead either to eradication or to new polio 
cases.  That is one reason we indicate the interval of vaccination levels that lead to silent 
circulations of greater than three years in our parameter sweep heat maps.  Brief fluctuations of 
vaccination levels outside of those ranges will increase the chances that either eradication or 
polio recurrence will end the silent circulation.   
 
Note that the dynamics we have illustrated are just for vaccination programs that reach only 
children under age 5.  All of the prolonged silent circulation we have illustrated is due to 
reinfection transmission.  If vaccination is changed so that it is also administered to older 
individuals who have had considerable opportunity for immunity to wane, (not older children who 
have not had much opportunity for waning immunity) then it should stop the silent circulation. 
 
In places like India that have experienced the ratcheting process that leads to long ramp up 
times described above, the dynamics we have illustrated could potentially be associated with 
persistent circulation to the present day at low levels that would not be perceived by 
environmental surveillance in places where defecation does not occur in open fields.   
 
Given the effects on transmission dynamics and risks of prolonged silent circulation that we 
have illustrated, and given modest long term waning, high R0, and long ramp up times, there 
are several important eradication policy implications.   
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1. Available data on polio occurrence, vaccination efforts, and temporal patterns of genetic 
distances between polio cases should be examined to help assess whether waning of 
immunity is generating enough transmission from reinfections to generate the 
phenomena we have illustrated.  Such assessments should include formal parameter 
estimation methods.  They should be conducted within an inference robustness 
assessment (IRA) strategy that addresses specific inferences about eradication program 
decisions.  The following policy implications should be the focus of those inferences. 

2. Surveillance for silent circulation after the last polio case will be more productive if it is 
tightly focused on areas with the set of conditions we have enumerated that lead to high 
risk of silent circulation.  That implies developing practical, cost-effective sampling 
methods for gathering feces from defecation fields in places like India. 

3. Areas experiencing difficulties in eliminating poliomyelitis cases and areas at high risk for 
silent circulation either before or after their last polio case should be considered for SIAs 
that cover adults and possibly older children as well as children under 5. 

4. Before stopping OPV use, the final SIAs should cover adults and possibly older children 
as well as children under 5. 

 
Our intuition is that waning dynamics most likely favor the actions suggested in implications 2-4.  
But there is enough uncertainty about this so that pursuing implication 1 is of great importance.  
The waning and boosting parameters of polio are largely unknown.  This has been made clear 
by the Kid Risk investigators [11, 12].  We have shown that this is a crucial area of ignorance 
affecting polio eradication.  There are clear paths to lifting such ignorance.  Doing so should 
accelerate progress toward eradication.   
 
A first simple step would be to examine the pattern of genetic distances between paralytic 
poliomyelitis cases over time in a variety of localities to see if they give any indication of an 
increasing distance over time that might be arising from increased transmissions from 
reinfections.  But there are more powerful phylodynamic methods to extract information from 
sequences that we have enumerated elsewhere [51].  If there are even hints of such a pattern, 
then work on the analyses in point 1 should focus a little more on the sequences.  But 
integrating the other sources of data is likely to be crucial as indicated by our experiences 
analyzing HIV sequences to make epidemiological inferences [52].  
 
Progress on the first point will improve decisions on points 2-4.  But there are many things that 
must be done to make progress on the first point.  The first point includes complex analyses that 
can be pursued using a multitude of new modeling and analysis methods.  The complex system 
analyses needed are best pursued by a diversity of complex system scientists using a diversity 
of methods and conceptualizing problems faced from a diversity of viewpoints.   
 
One need for a diversity of approaches arises because of the possibility that there are other key 
aspects of polio transmission dynamics affecting eradication decisions beyond those we have 
illustrated in this document.  For example, waterborne transmission may change dynamics 
significantly in ways that could increase the chances for silent circulation and understanding that 
could lead to better focused surveillance and control. 
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Another need for investigator diversity arises because in an IRA, there are many ways that 
simplifying assumptions can be realistically relaxed.  Many can only be pursued in the context of 
discrete individual stochastic system models.  No one person can see all of these.  It takes a 
community to advance the vision of where conceptual progress can be made and to find the 
best way to make that progress. 
 
Given the diversity of investigators needed, data should be made easily accessible.  Currently 
data accessibility restricts the number of scientists addressing these analytical issues.  We 
should look to other areas of infectious disease for inspiration on how to proceed.  The way 
influenza surveillance has been organized to provide sequences in public databases that are 
used by a diversity of scientists is one example.  We need a project like “Tycho” out of the 
University of Pittsburgh[53] as part of MIDAS to more intensely focus on polio.  Tycho has 
already provided polio data from the US that has been used in creative ways to investigate polio 
transmission dynamics[54].   
 
PoliS has emerged as a data sharing and data restriction framework that links modeling groups 
to cleaned polio surveillance datasets gathered from 2010 onward.  It does not include 
poliovirus sequences but is now including environmental surveillance data.  Currently the 
arrangement is that one of the five major groups in the GPEI (WHO, UNICEF, CDC, Rotary, and 
Gates Foundation) can select a modeling group to examine this data.  This agreement seems 
like a barrier to creating a diverse modeling community that dialogues on how to examine the 
critical issues in polio eradication.   
 
Data covering long intervals from the start of eradication to its completion that cover diverse 
temporal patterns in which vaccination reached different levels is especially needed to estimate 
the model parameters that can indicate the overall risk of prolonged silent circulation emerging 
under different conditions.  That is because the pattern of changes in infection levels as a 
function of time and vaccination efforts is strongly determined, as our model illustrates, by 
waning parameters.  Integrating different sources of data such as environmental isolations by 
time and space in relationship to polio cases in time and space is likely to be helpful because 
such integration can enhance parameter and inference identifiability using an IRA approach [8].  
Adding genetic sequence data to AFP surveillance data should be a particularly powerful 
combination.  Other data combinations that could be particularly useful are data on 
asymptomatic excretion integrated with data on paralytic poliomyelitis case excretion in specific 
localities, data on serological patterns by age over time integrated with surveillance data, and 
outbreak data after initial polio elimination integrated with surveillance data before initial 
paralytic poliomyelitis elimination. 
 
Even with limited data it should be possible to estimate the waning parameters of our simple 
one step model in a manner that indicates the role reinfections might play in extending periods 
of silent circulation.  With more extensive data it might be possible to estimate the greater 
number of parameters in the Kid Risk waning model.  That model could be parameterized to 
incorporate both a fast and a slow phase of waning.  That would add parameters to be 
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estimated.  Adding the boosting in the Kid Risk model adds more parameters.  Boosting in that 
model means not only that original levels of immunity after first infections are exceeded by 
subsequent infections, but also that immunity after second infections wanes less than immunity 
after first infections.  The IRA approach will reveal whether such model complexities are needed 
to make inferences like 2-4.  We suspect that they will not be needed for inference robustness.  
The identifiability analysis steps in IRA will determine whether additional data from diverse 
sources would help make those inferences if they cannot be made with initial sources of data. 
 
Even without new data and analyses to support inferences relevant to the waning models we 
examined, there are old data analyses that support the idea that polio immunity wanes.  There 
is support for fast waning early after infection in studies by Grassley et al. [28].  This work does 
not exclude the possibility of a slower and deeper phase of waning.  A Dutch study provides 
evidence of deeper waning over longer intervals [29].  That study examined the response of 
elderly individuals to OPV exposure.  Some of these elderly Dutch should have been exposed to 
WPV during childhood but not have been exposed to either OPV or WPV since childhood.  This 
study indicated that immunity affecting susceptibility and infectiousness waned considerably in 
most such individuals.  In some individuals with secondary immune responses, immunity waned 
to levels that allowed for levels of virus excretion after exposure that were comparable to those 
of individuals with no immunity.  It also indicated that antibody levels reflect immunity affecting 
transmission to and from individuals with prior infections.  Other studies also support the link 
between antibody levels and immunity [30, 31] and numerous studies indicate a slow 
progressive loss of antibodies [32-45].  Most such studies of waning antibody levels are 
complicated by the fact that boosting often occurs either from WPV or OPV transmission or 
vaccination so that the average declines combine the effects of waning and boosting.  A study 
from Sweden is less affected by boosting [46].  Thus there is observational support for slower 
but deeper waning.  The best reviews of all these issues have been generated by the Kid Risk 
group [11, 12]. 
 
But support for our inference about newly emerging silent circulation risks cannot rest wholly on 
past analyses and our current analysis.  We highly suspect that our inference will prove to be 
robust to realistic relaxation of the simplifying assumptions we have made in our model.  But we 
have enumerated in our methods section a series of simplifying assumptions that should be 
relaxed to see whether our inference still holds.  Our priority list for assumptions to relax is as 
follows: 
 

1. Susceptibility, contagiousness and duration all wane equally  
2. Waning is one step rather than continuous 
3. Vaccination is continuous and homogeneous 
4. No seasonality 
5. Homogeneous contact process 
6. No maternally acquired immunity 

 
We suspect that as we realistically relax each of these simplifying assumptions, not only will our 
inferences prove robust, but in some cases prolonged silent circulation will actually increase.  A 
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recent study demonstrated how much maternal immunity can contribute to silent circulation [54].  
Heterogeneous contact processes present new opportunities for silent circulation to be 
sustained in pockets of very high transmissibility.  Seasonality contributes to ratcheting up into 
the prolonged silent circulation regime even though it offers periods of low transmission where 
unstable eradication becomes more likely.  Continuous waning together with faster waning of 
susceptibility than contagiousness will decrease the contribution of reinfections to transmissions 
before the onset of vaccination but accentuate their contribution later on. 
 
But nothing can be said about the total effects of relaxing these assumptions until analyses are 
performed that enable us to understand why they have whatever effects that they have.  There 
are many different ways to realistically relax these assumptions.  A creative community of 
modelers is needed to see all of these that might be relevant. 
 
There are additional inferences to relax about the effects of stochastic dynamics.  We used a 
deterministic approach because the extent of the parameter sweeps we pursued would be 
computationally costly given stochastic discrete individual models.  Not only would each run 
involve more computations, each run would have to be repeated numerous time to take into 
account chance variation.  But the arduousness of such work does not mean that it should not 
be undertaken.  There should be a close coordination between stochastic model work and 
deterministic model work like that presented here.  Analyses like those we have presented 
should help indicate how the stochastic models can be simplified while at the same time 
providing a perspective on the determinants of dynamics that helps identify the complexities of 
contact patterns that should be pursued to relax intrinsically simplifying assumptions of 
deterministic models.  The effects of seasonality and of time patterns of SIAs which we 
simplified out of our models might be especially important in determining stochastic die out polio 
transmission. 
 
A major issue for the modeling workshop to be held July 1&2 to consider is how inferences 
about what should be done to avoid problems with silent circulation should be validated.  We do 
not believe that it is ever appropriate to conclude that a model adequate to predict program 
effects or to explain past program effects just because that model fits data better than some 
other models evaluated.  We believe that inferences from model analyses must be validated by 
showing that they are robust to realistic relaxation of simplifying assumptions in the models.  
Since the number of possible realistic model elaborations is huge, the choice of model 
elaborations to pursue must be built upon an understanding of how model elements affect the 
dynamics that particularly affect the inference being pursued.  Thus model development must 
go from the simple to the complex for each separate inference that is pursued.  Many realistic 
relaxations of simplifying assumptions will result in what seemed to be a solid inference 
becoming an unidentified inference.  An unidentified inference has part of the parameter space 
consistent that is consistent with available data leading to one inference and another part 
leading to an opposing inference.  In that case, the mandate is to make more data available to 
resolve this lack of identifiability. 
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In summary, the inference that prolonged silent circulation is likely to be an increasing problem 
given current conditions is supported by the dynamics we have demonstrated and by previous 
observations.  This provides support for controlling polio transmission in this emerging era by 
vaccinating adults.  But further research should pursue this and related inferences in more 
depth.  
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